ROK Solution and consulting firms

Integrators, consulting firms, consultants: ROK Solution is made for you

Activate the know-how
How to share the know-how and expertise among
employees and new arrivals without drowning
them in documents? How to capitalize on
feedback and give value to your company by
"activating" know-how ?
ROK Solution is a collaborative platform that allows
for modeling and sharing typical jobs, formats, and
applicable methodologies. ROK Solution customizes
information distribution: every employee has the
relevant documentation.

Communication, Project
management
How to create a project team by bringing
together employees and client representatives?
How to outsource certain tasks, monitor and
manage the assignment in project mode ?
ROK Solution lets you create ad hoc external project
organizational charts. With just a few clicks you can
create a project Intranet that can be shared with
your client and has all the useful advanced features:
organizational chart, email, VOIP, shared processes
describing and tracking (alerts) the tasks to be
performed by each person, shared EDM, etc.

Reassure
How to reassure your prospect of the content of
the deliverable under negotiation? How to ensure
the efficiency of your job over time? (How will
your job stay current ?)
With ROK Solution you can show how your
deliverable will look (process repository, risk map,
etc.). Your deliverable will be structured and may
be edited in the desired format. Your client will be
able to "rent" ROK Solution and thereby recover and

ROK Store

How to make your expertise known to potential
prospects ?
You can display your know-how through ROK Apps
presented through the ROK Store. When asked
whether there was "no shoots itself in the foot," the
answer lies in the confidence you have in your
expertise. The "client" who will buy your App ROK is
likely to also become your customer.

Change Management
Through ROK Solution, you can recover your processes, repositories, and methodologies intuitively and quickly
(see Modeling). The project Intranet is created with just a few clicks. The information sharing can even be
integrated into the respective Intranets (consulting firm and client). This is even easier when you use ROK
internally.
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see a live version of the job performed.

